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Light tanks Stuart series. By the time the United States entered the Second World War in 1942 they
had only two tanks ready for combat: the M1 Combat Car and the M2 Light Tank.
American armored fighting vehicle production during World ...
An armoured fighting vehicle (AFV) is an armed combat vehicle protected by armour, generally
combining operational mobility with offensive and defensive capabilities.
Armoured fighting vehicle - Wikipedia
Russian tank designers good knew theirs job, they concentrated on the main things: powerful gun,
armor, and cross-country ability. During the war, theirs suspension system was much better than in
any German tanks or other west countries tanks.
WWII Tanks and AFVs in combat - wio.ru
The PLZ-05 was a 155 mm armed self-propelled howitzer which entered service with the PLA
developed in the late 1990s, and also called Type 88.
PLZ-05 Chinese Self-Propelled Howitzer - Tank Encyclopedia
The Type 16 MCV is a highly mobile, wheeled armoured vehicle developed by Japan in the early
2010s. It is armed with a 105mm Gun.
Type 16 Manoeuvre/Mobile Combat Vehicle (MCV) - Tanks ...
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